Water Resources Expert
 Starting Sep/Oct 2018
 24-40 hours/week
 Rotterdam

Introduction

What we offer you

52impact develops spatial information services that are mainly
based on satellite imagery, but can also include other types of
geodata. We provide information related to the quantity and
quality of natural resources and we monitor the effect of a
variety of human activities on our landscape (such as land
restoration and construction works).

At 52impact we offer you an extraordinary working environment.
A chance to be part of the development of a new company
with plenty of opportunities to grow. Since we are still small,
you can really make a difference in reaching our goals. Does
this appeal to you? Then there is more:

What makes us unique is that we not only look at the technical
viability of our services, but also aim for sustainable business
models and professional data visualisation and presentation.
52impact is therefore the link between technology and the
market—we make complex satellite technology simple, beautiful
and useful.

About the job
For the development of our water information software suite we
are looking for a water resources expert. You will be our water
domain expert who links user needs and (regional) water challenges to qualitative and quantitative water risk indicators.
It will be your task to:
•
Create concepts and develop data components for water
risk indicators
•
Perform user requirements assessments for our water information software suite and related information services
•
Support business development and commercial activities in
the water resources domain

Your profile
University degree: you have an M.Sc. in a relevant technical
discipline related to water resources / hydrology, or you have a
proven track record in this field.
Preferred level of working experience: 3-5 years.
Technical skills: at least basic knowledge of remote sensing
and GIS is required to develop proof of concepts of data components and risk indicators.

Challenging business
Would you like to work on international challenges using geodata
and space technologies? You don’t have to be a rocket scientist
to be able to do that. We are active in application domains that
are both relevant and inspiring, and that offer great opportunities
for growth and development.
Freedom and flexibility
At 52impact we have flexible working hours and offer you a lot
of freedom in combining work and private life.
Open and informal company culture
We greatly value an open, friendly and personal atmosphere.
And we believe work should be fun, too. This means we go out
for drinks regularly and there is always room for an informal
talk on a personal level.
Create real impact
It’s all in the name: at 52impact we want to create impact. Our
team likes to work on useful information services that bring
added value to the quality and sustainability of our planet. By
joining our team, you will have the opportunity to contribute to
reducing water risks worldwide.

Apply
Would you like to take on this challenge and become part of
our company? And are you enthusiastic about our business and
market domains?
Then please send your CV and a short motivation via email to
sabine@52impact.nl. Maybe you will soon be part of our team!

Languages: proficient in English (level C1), Dutch is a bonus.
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